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We construct a family of exact functors from the Bernstein]Gelfand]Gelfand
category O of sl -modules to the category of finite-dimensional representations ofn
the degenerate affine Hecke algebra H of GL . These functors transform Vermal l
modules to standard modules or zero, and simple modules to simple modules or
zero. Any simple H -module can be thus obtained. Q 1998 Academic Pressl
INTRODUCTION
The classical Frobenius]Schur]Weil duality gives a remarkable corre-
spondence between the category of finite-dimensional representations of
the symmetric group S and the category of finite-dimensional represen-l
Ž .tations of the special or general linear group SL . Its generalizationsn
w xhave been studied in, e.g., 5, 6, 12, 14, 20 , where S is replaced by otherl
Ž .algebras, e.g., the Hecke algebras, the degenerate affine Hecke algebras,
or the double affine Hecke algebras, and SL is replaced by the corre-n
sponding quantum groups.
In this paper, we present a new direction in generalizing the classical
Ž .duality. Let O sl denote the BGG category of representations of then
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Ž .complex Lie algebra sl , and let R H denote the category of finite-di-n l
Ž .mensional representations of the degenerate or graded affine Hecke
algebra H of GL . With each weight l of sl such that l q r isl l n
Ž .dominant integral where r is the half sum of the positive roots , we
Ž . Ž .associate a functor F from O sl to R H . When we take l s 0 andl n l
restrict the functor F to the category of finite-dimensional representa-0
tions of sl , we obtain the classical duality.n
To be more precise, let V s C n be the vector representation of sl ,n n
Ž .and let M l be the highest weight Verma module with highest weight l.
Ž .For X g obj O sl , we construct in Section 2.2 an action of H onn l
X m V m l commuting with the sl -action. This induces an H -action on an n l
Ž . Ž .. m lcertain subquotient F X see Section 2.1.1 of X m V . When l q r isl n
Ž . Ž Ž . m l. Ždominant integral, F X is identified with Hom M l , X m V . Thisl s l nn
space is an analogue of the space of the conformal blocks in the conformal
w x .field theory. See 1 .
Under the assumption that l q r is dominant integral, we prove that
Ž .1 F is exact.l
Ž .2 F sends a Verma module to a ``standard module'' unless it isl
zero.
Here the standard module is an induced module from a certain one-di-
mensional representation of a parabolic subalgebra of H , and it has al
unique simple quotient.
Moreover, in the case n s l, we prove that
Ž .3 F sends a simple module to a simple module unless it is zero.l
Ž . Ž .We should remark that our proof of 3 relies on the formula A.3.2 in the
Appendix. This formula is a consequence of the fact that the irreducible
w xdecompositions of the standard modules of H 13 and those of thel
w xVerma modules 2, 4 are both described by the Kazhdan]Lusztig polyno-
mials.
ŽWe also determine when the image of the functor is nonzero Theorem
.3.3.1, Theorem 3.4.1 . Furthermore, it follows from Zelevinsky's results in
w x24 that any simple H -module with ``integral weights'' is of the forml
Ž .F L for some weight l such that l q r is dominant integral and somel
Ž .simple sl -module L see Corollary 3.5.1 for the precise statement .l
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS
1.1. Root data
 kLet t be an n-dimensional complex vector space with the basis e N in i
4 Ž k k. Us 1, . . . , n and the inner product defined by e N e s d . Let t bei j i j n
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 4  k4its dual and e be the dual basis of e , which are orthonormal basisi i
Ž .with respect to the induced inner product: e N e s d . The naturali j i j
U ² : Upairing between t and t will be denoted by , : t = t “ C. Putn n n n
U  n U n 4 k kh s Ý l e g t N Ý l s 0 and h s t rCe , where e sn is1 i i n is1 i n n
Ýn e k , so that h and hU are dual to each other. Define the roots andis1 i n n
Ž .the simple roots by a s e y e i / j , a s a , respectively, and puti j i j i i iq1
R s a N 1 F i / j F n , 1.1.1 4 Ž .n i j
Rq s a N 1 F i - j F n , 1.1.2 4 Ž .n i j
 4P s a N i s 1, . . . , n y 1 ; 1.1.3Ž .n i
then R : hU is a root system of type A . Define the coroots and then n ny1
k k kŽ . ksimple coroots by a s e y e i / j and h s a , respectively.i j i j i i iq1
Ž U .Let W ; GL t be the Weyl group associated with the above data,n n
Ž .which is by definition generated by the reflections s a g R defined bya n
² k: Us l s l y l, a a l g t . 1.1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .a n
We often write s s s . Observe that W preserves hU : tU and W isa i j n n n ni j
isomorphic to the symmetric group S . We often use another action of Wn n
on hU , which is given byn
w( l s w l q r y r w g W , l g hU , 1.1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
1
qwhere r s Ý a . Puta g R2 n
ny1 ny1
U qQ s Za : h , Q s Z a , 1.1.6Ž .[ [n i n n G 0 i
is1 is1
U ² :P s l g h N l, h g Z for all i s 1, . . . , n y 1 , 1.1.7 4 Ž .n n i
q U ² :P s l g h N l, h g Z for all i s 1, . . . , n y 1 . 1.1.8 4 Ž .n n i G 0
Ž q. Ž .An element of P resp. P is called an integral resp. dominant integraln n
weight.
1.2. Lie algebras of type A
Let sl be the complex Lie algebra of type A . We introduce ann ny1
Ž . Ž . nninvariant inner product on sl by x N y s tr xy , where C denotes then C
Žvector representation of sl . We identify h introduced in the previousn n
.subsection and the Cartan subalgebra of sl as inner product spaces. Letn
s l s n [ h [ n be the triangular decomposition with nn q n y "
Ž . Ž .qs sl , where sl denotes the root space corresponding[ a g R n " a n an
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 Ž . 4to a g R . We choose a set of root vectors e g sl N a g R suchn a n a n
Ž . q  i4that e N e s 1 holds for all a g R . Let h be the duala ya n is1, . . . , ny1
 4 Ž i .basis of the coroots h in h , so that h N h s d . We definei is1, . . . , ny1 n j i j
the special elements of sl m sl byn n
ny1
1 ir s h m h q e m e , 1.2.1Ž .Ý Ýi a ya2
qis1 agR n
ny1
iV s h m h q e m e q e m e , 1.2.2Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi a ya ya a
qis1 agR n
which will be used later. For an h -module X and l g hU , putn n
² : UX s ¤ g X N h¤ s l, h ¤ for all h g h 1.2.3 4 Ž .l n
 U 4P X s l g h N X / 0 . 1.2.4Ž . Ž .n l
The space X is called the weight space of weight l, and an element ofl
Ž .P X is called a weight of X.
1.3. The BGG category O
Ž . Ž .Let U sl denote the universal enveloping algebra of sl . Let O sln n n
denote the category whose objects are those sl -modules X such thatn
Ž . Ž .i X is finitely generated over U sl .n
Ž . Ž .ii X is n -locally finite, i.e., dim U n ¤ - ‘ for each ¤ g X.q C q
Ž . Uiii X s X .[ lg h ln
Ž .The morphisms of O sl are, by definition, all of the sl -homomor-n n
Ž .phisms. The category O sl is closed under the operations such as takingn
submodules, forming quotient modules, finite direct sums, and tensor
U Ž .products with finite-dimensional modules. For l g h let M l denoten
the highest weight Verma module with highest weight l. The unique
Ž . Ž . Ž .simple quotient of M l will be denoted by L l . The modules M l and
Ž . Ž .L l are objects of O sl .n
Ž Ž .. Ž . ŽLet x : Z U sl “ C denote the infinitesimal character of M l i.e.l n
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž ..z¤ s x z ¤ for all z g Z U sl and ¤ g M l . It is known that x s xl n l m
w xif and only if l s w(m for some w g W . Let l denote the orbit W ( ln n
Ž Ž .. Ž .and put Z s Ker x ; Z U sl . Define the full subcategory O sll l n n w lx
Ž .of O sl byn
kobj O sl s X g obj O sl N Z X s 0 for some k .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4w xln n l
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Ž .Then any X g obj O sl admits a decompositionn
X s X w lx , 1.3.1Ž .[
w xl
w lx Ž . w lxsuch that X g obj O sl . The correspondence X ‹ X gives ann w lx
Ž .exact functor on O sl .n
1.4. n-homology of sl -modulesn
We prove some facts on the zeroth n -homology space,y
H n , X s Xrn X , 1.4.1Ž . Ž .0 y y
Ž .of a sl -module X. The space H n , X has a natural h -modulen 0 y n
structure, and it is known that
P H n , X : W (m , 1.4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .0 y n
Ž . Ž U .for X g O sl m g h . Hence we haven w m x n
Ž . ULEMMA 1.4.1. For any X g obj O sl and l g h , we ha¤en n
H n , X s H n , X w lx ,Ž . Ž .0 y 0 yl l
w lx Ž .where X is defined by the decomposition 1.3.1 .
Therefore we have the natural surjection
X w lx “ H n , X . 1.4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .l 0 y l
q Ž .PROPOSITION 1.4.2. Let l q r g P . Then the abo¤e map 1.4.3 isn
bijecti¤e.
Ž .Proof. By Lemma 1.4.1, it is enough to show that n X s 0, assum-y l
Ž .ing X g obj O sl . To show this, note thatn w lx
P X : l y b N b g Qq , 1.4.4 4Ž . Ž .n
q Ž . where we used the assumption l q r g P . Hence we have P n X : ln y
q  44 Ž .y b N b g Q _ 0 , which implies l f P n X , as required.n y
Ž .Remark 1.4.3. i There also exists a canonical bijection
; w lxHom M l , X “ XŽ . Ž .Ž . ls l n
if l q r g Pq.n
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Ž .ii Similar arguments prove that Proposition 1.4.2 holds for any
U ² k: ql g h such that l q r, a f Z for all a g R . But we do notn - 0 n
need this.
1.5. Degenerate affine Hecke algebras
Ž .Let l g Z . Let S t be the symmetric algebra of t , which isG1 l l
isomorphic to the polynomial ring over tU.l
Ž .DEFINITION 1.5.1. The degenerate graded affine Hecke algebra H ofl
GL is the unital associative algebra over C defined by the followingl
properties:
Ž . w x Ž . w xi As a vector space, H ( C W m S t , where C W denotes thel l l l
group algebra of W .l
Ž . w x Ž .ii The subspaces C W m C and C m S t are subalgebras of Hl l l
Ž w x Ž . .their images will be identified with C W and S t , respectively .l l
Ž .iii The following relations hold in H :l
² :s j y s j s s y a , j a g P , j g t . 1.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a l l
The following two lemmas are well known.
Ž .LEMMA 1.5.2. The center Z H of H isl l
WlS t [ p g S t ; H N w p s p for all w g W . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l l
LEMMA 1.5.3. There exists a unique algebra homomorphism ev: H “l
w x Ž .C W called the e¤aluation homomorphism such thatl
ev w s w w g W , ev e k s s i s 1, . . . , l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýl i ji
1Fj-i
2. EXACT FUNCTOR Fl
2.1. Representation space
Let V [ C n be the vector representation of sl and let u g Vn n i n
Ž .i s 1, . . . , n be the vector with only nonzero entry 1 in the ith compo-
Ž .nent. Let l be another positive integer. For X g obj O sl , we regardn
X m V m l as an sl -module. For l g hU , we putn n n
F X s H n , X m V m l . 2.1.1Ž . Ž .Ž .l 0 y n l
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PROPOSITION 2.1.1. Let l q r g Pq. Then F is an exact functor fromn l
Ž .O sl to the category of finite-dimensional ¤ector spaces.n
Ž . mlProof. The proof follows from Proposition 1.4.2, because ? m V ,n
w lxŽ . Ž .? , and ? are all exact functors.l
Ž . qRemark 2.1.2. The space F X for l g P has been studied byl n
w xZelevinsky 23 . He proved that F transforms the BGG resolution of al
finite-dimensional simple sl -module to an exact sequence.n
2.2. H -actionl
Ž .We shall define an action of H on F X as follows. For i s 0, 1, . . . , l,l l
m lq1 Ž . mi m lyi w xdefine p : sl “ sl by p g s 1 m g m 1 . We let C W act oni n n i l
X m V m l naturally via permutations of components of V m l. The image ofn n
Ž m l.w g W in End X m V will be denoted by the same symbol. Note thatn C n
as operators on X m V m l, the following equality holds:n
1
s s V q 1 F i / j F l , 2.2.1Ž . Ž .i j i j n
Ž .Ž . Ž .where V s p m p V , and V is as in 1.2.2 . Consider the followingi j i j
operators on X m V m l:n
1 n y 1
y s V q V q q i s 1, . . . , l . 2.2.2Ž . Ž .Ýi 0 i již /n 21Fj-i
LEMMA 2.2.1. As operators on X m V ml, the following equations hold:n
w xy , y s 0 i , j s 1, . . . , l , 2.2.3Ž . Ž .i j
² k:s y y y s s y a , e i s 1, . . . , l y 1, j s 1, . . . , l . 2.2.4Ž . Ž .i j s Ž j. i i ji
Ž .Proof. The first equality 2.2.3 follows easily from the following rela-
tions:
V q V , V s 0, V , V s 0,i j jk ik i j k m
 4 Ž .where i, j, k, m g 1, . . . , l are all distinct. To show 2.2.4 , recall the
homomorphism ev in Lemma 1.5.3, with which the operator y can bej
written as
n y 1
ky s V q ev e q . 2.2.5Ž .Ž .j 0 j j 2
Ž . Ž .Now the equality 2.2.4 follows by using s V s V s i s 1, . . . , l y 1 .i 0 j 0 s Ž j. ii
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Ž . Ž w x.THEOREM 2.2.2. i cf. 9 . There exists a unique homomorphism
H “ End X m V m lŽ .l s l nn
such that
e k ‹ y i s 1, . . . , l ,Ž .i i
w ‹ w w g W .Ž .l
Ž . Ž .ii The abo¤e homomorphism induces an action of H on F X .l l
Ž .Evidently the correspondence X ‹ F X defines a functor from thel
Ž . Ž .category O sl to the category R H of finite-dimensional H -modules.n l l
Some remarks about this functor are in the sequel.
Ž .Remark 2.2.3. i The above construction of the functor F arose froml
w x1 , in which representations of the degenerate double affine Hecke algebra
are constructed from representations of the affine Lie algebra sl , usingn
the Knizhnik]Zamolodchikov connections in the conformal field theory.
Ž . Ž .ii Let us consider the case l s 0. Then for any X g obj O sl ,n
Ž .the action of H on F X factors the evaluation homomorphism inl 0
Ž .Lemma 1.5.3. Namely, F is regarded as a functor from O sl to the0 n
category of finite-dimensional representations of W . Restricting the func-l
tor F to the category of finite-dimensional representations of sl , we0 n
Ž w x.obtain the classical Frobenius]Schur]Weil duality see 23 .
3. IMAGES OF VERMA MODULES AND
SIMPLE MODULES
3.1. Standard modules and their simple quotients
We will determine explicitly how Verma modules and their simple
Ž .quotients in O sl are transformed by the functor F . We first introducen l
w xsome H -modules. A pair a, b of complex numbers such that b y a q 1l
w xg Z is called a segment. For a segment a, b such that b y a q 1 s l,G 0
there exists a unique one-dimensional representation C s C1 ofw a, b x w a, b x
Ž .H we put H s C for convenience such thatl 0
w1 s 1 w g W , 3.1.1Ž . Ž .w a , b x w a , b x l
e k1 s a q i y 1 1 i s 1, . . . , l . 3.1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .i w a , b x w a , b x
Žw x w x.Let D [ a , b , . . . , a , b be an ordered sequence of segments such1 1 k k
that b y a q 1 s l and l s Ýk l . Regard H m H m ??? m H as ai i i is1 i l l l1 2 k
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Ž .subalgebra of H . Define an H -module M D byl l
M D s H C m ??? m C . 3.1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .ml w a , b x w a , b x1 1 k k
H m ??? mHl l1 k
Ž .Evidently M D is a cyclic module with a cyclic weight vector,
1 [ 1 m ??? m 1 , 3.1.4Ž .D w a , b x w a , b x1 1 k k
whose weight z is given byD
iy1 iy1 i
k² :z , e s a q j y l y 1 for l - j F l . 3.1.5Ž .Ý Ý ÝD j i k k k
ks1 ks1 ks1
Ž . w Ž .x w xIt is also obvious that M D ( C W r W = ??? = W as a C W -module.l l l l1 k
In particular
l!
dim M D s . 3.1.6Ž . Ž .
l ! ??? l !1 k
3.2. Relation between parameters
Take a pair of weights l, m g hU ; tU of sl such that l y m gn n n
Ž m l. Ž . n nP V . Then there exist integers l , . . . , l g Z such that l s Ý ln 1 n G 0 is1 i
and
n
l y m ’ l e mod Ce , 3.2.1Ž .Ý i i
is1
where e s e q ??? qe . For l, m g hU , we associate an ordered sequence1 n n
of segments
w X X x w X X xD [ m , m q l y 1 , . . . , m , m q l y 1 , 3.2.2Ž .Ž .l, m 1 1 1 n n n
X ² k:where m s m q r, e . We puti i
M l, m s M D , 1 s 1 , 3.2.3Ž . Ž .Ž .l, m l , m Dl,m
Ž . Ž .where 1 is as in 3.1.4 . We call M l, m a standard module if l q r gDl,mq Ž .P . It is known that the standard module M l, m has a unique simplen
Ž . Ž .quotient, which is denoted by L l, m see Theorem A.2.1 .
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3.3. Images of Verma modules
Our goal in this subsection is the following.
THEOREM 3.3.1. For l, m g P , there is an isomorphism of H -modulesn l
M l, m if l y m g P V m l ,Ž . Ž .nF M m (Ž .Ž .l ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž . Ž . Ž . qwhere M l, m is gi¤en by 3.2.3 and 3.1.3 . In particular, if l q r g Pn
Ž m l. Ž Ž ..and l y m g P V , then F M m has a unique simple quotient.n l
To prove Theorem 3.3.1, we prepare some lemmas. For m g hU , let ¤n m
Ž .denote the highest-weight vector of M m .
Ž m l. Ž Ž .LEMMA 3.3.2. For l, m g P , the natural inclusion V ¤ M mn n lym
m l.m V gi¤en by u ‹ ¤ m u induces an isomorphism as W -modules,n l m l
;m lV “ F M m . 3.3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . lymn l
Ž Ž .. Ž m l.In particular, F M m s 0 unless l y m g P V .l n
ŽProof. The lemma follows from the following fact known as the tensor
. Uproduct formula : For any m g h and any sl -module Y there exists an n
unique sl -isomorphismn
; UŽs l .nM m m Y “ Ind C¤ m Y ,Ž . Ž .UŽn [h . mq
Ž .which sends ¤ m u to ¤ m u u g Y .m m
 4Recall that u is the standard basis of V . Fix l, m g P suchi is1, . . . , n n n
Ž m l. Ž Ž ..that l y m g P V and let u g F M m be the image ofn l, m l
u [ ¤ m um l1 m ??? m um ln g M m m V m l ,Ž .Ä Ž .l, m m 1 l n l
Ž . Uwhere l are as in 3.2.1 . Let z g t be the weight of 1 with respecti l, m l l, m
to the action of t :l
² :j 1 s z , j 1 j g t see 3.1.4 3.1.5 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l, m l , m l , m l
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 3.3.3. Let y denote the image of the operator y see 2.2.2 ini i
Ž Ž Ž ..End F M m . Then we ha¤eC l
k² :y u s z , e u i s 1, . . . , l .Ž .i l , m l , m i l , m
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Ž Ž . m l. Ž Ž ..Proof. Let p: M m m V “ F M m be the natural surjection.n l l
Ž .Then it can be checked that y u s p ¤ , wherei l, m
1 1
¤ s r q y r qÝ Ýji i jž / ž /2n 2n1Fj-i i-jFl
ny11 1
kyp h h q e e qÝ Ýi k ya až /2 2nqks1 agR n
ny11 1 l
k² :q l q m , h p h y q u .Ž . ÄÝ i k l , m2 2 2nks1
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..Here r s p m p r r is as in 1.2.1 , and we used r q r s V . Nowi j i j i j ji i j
the statement follows from the following formulas:
1 1
r q u m u s d u m u for j F k ,Ž . Ž .j k jk j kž /2n 2
ny11 1 1
kh h q e e q u s y n y 2 j q 1 u ,Ž .Ý Ýk ya a j jž /2 2n 2qks1 agR n
which are proved by direct calculations.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. By Lemma 3.3.2, we have that
Ž . Ž Ž ..i u is a cyclic vector of F M m .l, m l
And obviously,
Ž .ii wu s u for all w g W = ??? = W .l, m l, m l l1 n
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 3.3.3 and i , ii above, we have a surjective H -homomorphisml
Ž . Ž Ž ..M l, m “ F M m , which sends 1 to u , and it is a bijection byl l, m l, m
Lemma 3.3.2.
3.4. Images of simple modules
Next let us suppose that n s l and determine the images of simple
modules.
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let l q r g Pq and w g W be such that l y w( l gl l
Ž m l.P V . Then we ha¤e the following:l
Ž .i If w satisfies
² : ² : 4w( l q r , h F 0 for any i g 1, . . . , l such that l q r , h s 0,i i
3.4.1Ž .
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then
F L w( l ( L l, w( l , 3.4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
Ž . Ž . Ž .where L l, m is a unique simple quotient of M l, m see Theorem A.2.1 .
Ž . Ž .ii If w does not satisfy condition 3.4.1 , then
F L w( l s 0. 3.4.3Ž . Ž .Ž .l
Remark 3.4.2. For l g Pq y r, let W denote the stabilizerl lqr
W s w g W N w l q r s l q r , 3.4.4 4Ž . Ž .lqr l
which is a parabolic subgroup of W . Let w and w denote the uniquel L L R
longest element in the coset W w and W wW , respectively. Thenlqr lqr lqr
Ž .condition 3.4.1 is equivalent to
w( l s w ( l, or equivalently, w( l s w ( l. 3.4.5Ž .L L R
Note that w ( l s w ( l.L L R
3.5. Simple H -modulesl
For z g tU , letl
Wlg : Z H s S t “ C 3.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .z l l
be the homomorphism given by the evaluation at z . The following is a
consequence of Theorem 3.4.1 and the classification theorem of simple
Ž .affine Hecke algebra modules see Corollary A.2.4 .
COROLLARY 3.5.1. Let l q r g Pq. Then any finite-dimensional simplel
Ž . Ž Ž ..H -module with the action of Z H ¤ia g is isomorphic to F L w ( ll l lqr l L
for some w g W .l
Remark 3.5.2. For c g C, let t be the automorphism of H given byc l
t s s s i s 1, . . . , l y 1 , t e k s e k q c i s 1, . . . , l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .c i i c i i
For an H -module Y, let Y c denote the H -module given by the composi-l l
tion
tc
H “ H “ End Y .Ž .l l C
It is known that any simple H -module is isomorphic tol
c c1 kŽ1. Ž1. Žk . Žk .H L l , m m ??? m L l , m ,Ž . Ž .m Ž .l
H m ??? mHl l1 k
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Ž Ž i. Ž i. .4 Ž .for some l , l , m , c . Here l , . . . , l g Z is a partition ofi i is1, . . . , k 1 k ) 0
Ž Ž i. Ž i.. Ž i. ql, c is a complex number, and l , m g P = P satisfying l q r g Pi l l li i iŽ i. Ž i. Ž m l i. Ž w x.and l y m g P V see 10 .i
3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.4.1
ŽFor w, y g W such that w F y where F denotes the Bruhat order inn
. Ž . w xW , let P q g Z q denote the Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomial of then w , y
Ž w x.Hecke algebra associated with W see 16, 17 . We put, for convenience,n
Ž .P q s 0 for w g y.w , y
The key formula in the following proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is the following
Ž .formula see Theorem A.1.1, Theorem A.3.1, and Corollary A.3.2 :
M l, w( l : L l, y( l s P 1 s M w ( l : L y ( l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w , y L LL R L R
3.6.1Ž .
Here l g hU and w, y g W are assumed to satisfy l q r g Pq andl l l
Ž m l. w xl y w( l, l y y( l g P V ; M : N denotes the multiplicity of N inl
Ž .the composition series of M; and y resp. y denotes the longestL R L
Ž .element in the coset W yW resp. yW .lqr lqr lqr
First we show the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.6.1. Let l q r g Pq and w g W be such that l y w( l gl l
Ž m l.P V .l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..i If w g W satisfies condition 3.4.1 , then F L w( l / 0.l l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ii If w g W does not satisfy condition 3.4.1 , then F L w( l s 0.l l
Ž .Proof. We first prove ii . Suppose that w does not satisfy condition
Ž . ² :3.4.1 . Then we can find s g W such that w( l q r, h ) 0. Thisi lqr i
Ž . Ž . Ž .inequality means that M w( l contains M s w( l as a proper submod-i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..ule, and hence F L w( l is a quotient of F M w( l rM s w( l (l l i
Ž . Ž . Ž m l.M l, w( l rM l, s w( l . Since s g W , we have l y s w( l g P Vi i lqr i l
Ž . Ž . Ž .and dim M l, w( l s dim M l, s w( l by 3.1.6 , and thus we geti
Ž Ž ..F L w( l s 0.l
Ž . Ž .Let us prove i . Assume that w satisfies condition 3.4.1 . Then by
Remark 3.4.2, we can assume that w is the longest element in W wW .lqr lqr
Ž .We can write in the Grothendieck group of O sl asn
M w( l s L w( l q P 1 L y( l 3.6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý w , y
y)w
Ž .see Theorem A.1.1 , and the sum runs over those elements y g W suchl
Ž .that y is longest in yW and y ) w. Applying F to 3.6.2 , we havelqr l
M l, w( l s F L w( l q P 1 F L y( l 3.6.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýl w , y l
y)w
Ž .in the Grothendieck group of R H .l
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Ž Ž .. w Ž .Now, let us assume that F L w( l s 0. Since M l, w( l :l
Ž .x Ž Ž ..L l, w( l ) 0, there must be a summand F L y( l in the right-handl
Ž .side of 3.6.3 such that
F L y( l : L l, w( l ) 0. 3.6.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Since F L y( l is a nonzero quotient of F M y( l , we havel l
M l, y( l : L l, w( l G F L y(m : L l, w( l ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
3.6.5Ž .
Ž .On the other hand, 3.6.1 implies
M l, y( l : L l, w( l s P 1 s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .y , wL R L R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since l y G l y ) l w s l w . This contradicts 3.6.5 and showsL R L R
Ž Ž ..that F L w( l / 0.l
Let us complete the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. Assume that w g Wl
Ž m l.satisfies l y w( l g P V and w is the longest element in W wWl lqr lqr
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ži.e., w s w . We suppose that F L w( l has a constituent a simpleL R l
. Ž .subquotient other than L l, w( l , and will deduce a contradiction. Such
Ž .a constituent is isomorphic to L l, y( l for some y s y g W suchL R l
Ž m l. Ž .that l y y( l g P V see Corollary A.2.4 :l
F L w( l : L l, y( l G 1. 3.6.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .l
Ž Ž .. Ž .Since F L y( l is a nonzero quotient of M l, y( l by Lemma 3.6.1, wel
have
F L y( l : L l, y( l G 1. 3.6.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 3.6.3 and inequalities 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 , we have
M l, w( l : L l, y( l G F L w( l : L l, y( lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Žl
q P 1 F L y( l : L l, y( l G 1 q P 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .w , y l w , y
Ž .which contradicts 3.6.1 , since y s y and w s w .L R L R
APPENDIX A: SOME FACTS FROM
REPRESENTATION THEORY
We will review some facts used in this paper.
A.1. Composition series of Verma modules of sl n
Ž . w xFor w, y g W such that w F y, let P q g Z q denote the Kazh-n w , y
dan]Lusztig polynomial of the Hecke algebra associated with W . We put,n
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Ž .  Ž .for convenience, P q s 0 for w g y. Let W [ w g W N w l q rw , y lqr n
4s l q r be the stabilizer.
w x qTHEOREM A.1.1 2, 4 . Let l q r g P and w g W . Then any composi-n n
Ž . Ž .tion factor of M w( l is isomorphic to L y( l for some y g W , and itsn
multiplicity is gi¤en by
M w( l : L y( l s P 1 , A.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w , yR
where y is the longest element in the right coset yW .R lqr
A.2. Finite-dimensional representations of Hl
We review a classification of finite-dimensional simple H -modulesl
w x Žfollowing 24 in terms of our parameterizations. Note that the representa-
tion theory of H is related to that of the corresponding affine Heckel
w x .algebra by Lusztig 18 .
Žw Ž .x w x.THEOREM A.2.1 24, Theorem 6.1 a ; see also 19, Theorem 5.2 .
U q Ž m l.Suppose that l, m g h satisfy l q r g P and l y m g P V . Thenn n n
Ž . Ž .M l, m has a unique simple quotient, which is denoted by L l, m .
Žw Ž .x. qLEMMA A.2.2 24, Theorem 6.1 b . Suppose that l q r g P andn
Ž m l. Ž m l.m, h g P satisfy l y m g P V , l y h g P V . Then the followingn n n
conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i M l, m ( M l, h .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii L l, m ( L l, h .
Ž .iii There exists w g W such that h s w(m.lqr
Let us restrict ourselves to the case n s l. In this case, the module
M l, l s H C ,Ž . ml lqr
Ž .S t l
w xis isomorphic to the regular representation as a C W -module, where Cl lqr
Ž . Uis a one-dimensional S t -module determined by the weight l q r g hl l
; tU. This module is called the principal series representation and isl
w xstudied, e.g., in 8, 15, 19 .
THEOREM A.2.3. Let l g hU be such that l q r g Pq ; tU.l l l
Ž . w x Ž .i 8, 19 Any finite-dimensional simple module with action of Z Hl
Ž Ž .. Ž .¤ia g where g is as in 3.5.1 is a constituent of M l, l .lqr lqr
Ž . Žw Ž . x.ii 24, Theorem 6.1 c , Theorem 7.1 For w g W such that l yl
Ž m l. Ž . Ž .w( l g P V , the module L l, w( l is a constituent of M l, l , and anyl
Ž .constituent is isomorphic to L l, w( l for some w g W such that l yl
Ž m l.w( l g P V .l
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Put
S l [ w g W N l y w( l g P V m l : W ,Ž .  4Ž .l l l
Ž .and let S l denote the image of S l in the double coset W _Ž . lqr
W rW .l lqr
COROLLARY A.2.4. Let l q r g Pq. Then there exists a one-to-onel
correspondence between S l and the set of equi¤alent classes of finite-di-Ž .
Ž .mensional simple H -modules with the action of Z H ¤ia g , which isl l lqr
Ž .gi¤en by W wW ‹ L l, w( l .lqr lqr
A.3. Multiplicity Formulas
Ž .Let us recall the multiplicity formula for degenerate affine Hecke
w xalgebras of GL . Zelevinsky conjectured in 21 that the multiplicity ofl
simple modules in the composition series of standard modules is given in
terms of the intersection cohomologies concerning the quiver variety. He
w xproved in 22 that these intersection cohomologies are expressed by the
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of the symmetric group. Zelevinsky's conjec-
w x Ž w x.ture was proved by Ginzburg 13 see also 11 in more general situations.
The result is rephrased as follows:
w x qTHEOREM A.3.1 13 . Suppose that l q r g P and y, w g W satisfyl l
Ž m l. Ž m l.l y w( l g P V and l y y( l g P V . Thenl l
M l, w( l : L l, y( l s P 1 , A.3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w , yL R L R
where w and y denote the longest elements in the double coset W wWL R L R lqr lqr
and W yW , respecti¤ely.lqr lqr
Combining Theorem A.1.1 and Theorem A.3.1, we have the following
identity.
COROLLARY A.3.2. Assume that l q r g Pq and w, y g W satisfy l yl l
Ž m l. Ž m l.w( l g P V and l y y( l g P V . Then we ha¤el l
M l, w( l : L l, y( l s M w ( l : L y ( l , A.3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L L
where w and y denote the longest elements in the left coset W w andL L lqr
W y, respecti¤ely.lqr
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